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ARGUMENTS
POINT I.
THE TRAIL COURTS AWARD OF ALIMONY IS NOT SUPPORTED
BY THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED AT TRIAL

The findings of fact did not reflect all of the facts that were presented to the
Court. The Court erred in these findings by not taking into consideration the facts and
information presented by the Respondent.
(i)

"financial condition and needs of recipient spouse" The court did not
state in its bench ruling that the needs of Recipient spouse was $3,257.11.
This amount was calculated and inserted by the Petitioner's attorney.
{Appellant's Brief Page 15} "marital home" The facts presented clearly
prove that the ownership was Titled in the name's of George & Marge
Chapman. {Addendum #1 Warranty Deed and Addendum #2, Verified
Affidavit of George Chapman, Addendum #3, Verified Affidavit of Brad
Chapman}

(ii)

recipients ability to produce income" The income referenced was earned
during the first third of the year, Appellee discontinued her real estate
sales and took a part time job as a hostess at a restaurant in Brigham City.
Her income was much less as a hostess. The Petitioner perjured herself in
the December 17,1997 hearing by claiming a gross income of $2,567 as of
12/1/1997 {Transcript December 17,1997 p9; line 9 through 11}. In the
final hearing as the Appellee has stated above in their brief, for 1997 she
had commissions of $12,494.01 as a Real Estate Sales person. Appellee left
this information out of the December 17 hearing and it is in addition to the
income disclosed on December 17,1997. Mrs. Chapman never did work
for less than minimum wage per hour {See volume 2 page 128 lines 24 &
25, and volume 2 page 129} and this statement is erroneous as to her
earning ability (imputing her wage to a "full time minimum wage" figure
4

of $893.00 as being what she is capable of earning). This is an erroneous
statement based on the Petitioners own testimony that she was making
$6.75 per hour and her employer intended to have her start work "full
time". She can clearly work full time. {Transcript volume 2 page 128 lines
24 & 25, and volume 2 page 129}
"the ability of the payor spouse to provide support" Appellant showed on
various occasion's his inability to pay{Addendum #6, Defendant's Exhibit,
Brad Alan Chapman's Debts and Obligations, Addendum #7, Defendant's
Exhibit, Consolidated Loan from Church}, however he was ordered to
pay. {Transcript October 27th 1998 pl6, lines 9 through 18 and
Respondents graph Addendum # 4, Brad Chapman's Cash Flow} the
Judge showed Petitioner the Brad Chapman Cash Flow Graph and stated
"Well, I appreciate that input, too, but Mr. Eldridge's graph here is quite
persuasive. Thaf s why I haven't found Mr. Brad Chapman in contempt.
On the other hand, if that house could be sold it would solve the problem
if he doesn't have the money. But I can't solve those problems, gentlemen.
I can't come up with money out of no where. You're foisting these
problems off on me and I'll do the best I can, but I can't manufacture
money." {See Transcript December 17,1997, p5; line 20 through 23,
proffer} {Transcript p6; line 10 through 13} {See Transcript p9; line 5
though 8 } {Transcript pl3; lines 1 through 25: pl4; line 1 through 22: pl5;
line 6 through 8: pl7; line 17 through 22: Dorius proffer} {Transcript pl9;
line 12 through 25; p20; line 1 through 6- rebuttal} The correct calculations
for consideration are: After 25 paychecks in 1997 Respondents income
equaled $41,527.59. {Addendum #5, Exhibit #5} To impute a 26 pay
period (annual total) the 12/6/97 amount is divided by 25 equals
$1,661.10 per pay period. Multiply by 26 periods per year equals
$43,188.69, computing to $3,599.06 per month. (Judge grants the net to be
75% of the Gross, which equals $2,699.29 per month available to pay,
R

based on 1997 actual income {Transcript December 17,1997 p8; line 16
through 20}. After 11/4 year of history and hearings the Judge calculates
Respondents income at $2,978.00 gross per month. Summary from
{Transcript Vol 2 February 25,1999 pl37, line 22 through 25}. In the final
hearing evidence was again presented from the chart {Addendum #8} and
testimony of Respondent, showing the current status of the Respondents
cash flow. {R613, p5, lines 15 through p8 line 1} {R613 p29 line 34 through
p64 line 12} {R613 p84 line 7 through p89 line 5}. Briefly the chart shows
current debts owed of $14,872, and monthly expenses averaging $2,497.57
that did not include any rent or food, etc. since he had been living with his
parents. Clearly Respondent is upside down, after taxes ($2,978 @ 75%
equals $2,233.50) in the amount of $264.00, and he hasn't even paid for
rent or food, and will continue until the $14,872 of debt is paid. There is no
money for Alimony. The record in this matter does not support the
Alimony award and, therefore, the award is invalid.
POINT II
THE TRIAL COURT'S FINDING THAT MR. CHAPMAN SHOULDPAY HIS
WIFE'S ATTORNEY'S FEES IS NOT SUPPORTED IN THE RECORD AND
THAT SHOWS HE DOES NOT HAVE THE ABILITY TO PAY HER FEES.
In my Point I, the information showing that the Alimony award was in
error precludes the availability of the Respondent to pay the Petitioner's Attorney's
fees. In the Appellee's brief, mention is made of the "numerous hearings" and
intimating that these were the fault of the Respondent. {Addendum #9, R. 050-062
through R. 403-406} The references to the number of hearings and Orders to Show
Cause and the additional statements regarding excessive attorney's fees were made by
the Appellee's Attorney. Any response at this point is a restatement of information
previously entered by the Appellant in the original brief. {Page 10 & 11}

POINT III
THE COURT OF APPEALS SHOULD REVERSE THE AWARD TO
PLAINTIFF ON ALIMONY AND ATTORNEY'S FEES
The record clearly shows that there is no money for Alimony or
Attorney's Fees (including the Respondents Attorneys Fees). The request for further
Attorney's Fees by the Appellee should be quashed by the Appellate court.

CONCLUSION
The Trial Court did not consider all of the relevant factors of Respondents
ability to pay for alimony or attorney fees, and The Court of Appeals should reverse the
award to Plaintiff on Alimony and Attorney's fees and put an end to any further
hearings regarding alimony or attorney's fees for the Appellee.
Brad Chapman is representing himself prose due to his lack of financial
means and is hoping that the Court of Appeals will consider this in determining the
legal status of this document if any errors are found in this presentation of his reply
brief.

Respectfully submitted this fc/^aay of November, 2000

Brad Alan Chapman
ProSe

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the _ ^ r f d a y of November, 2000 two true and correct
copies of the foregoing RESPONSE BRIEF OF APPELLANT were sent via U. S. Mail to
each of the following:
Jeff R. Thorne
Mann, Hadfield & Thorne
Attorney for Appellee
98 North Main - Zions Bank Building
P. O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0876

Brad Alan Chapman
ProSe
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ADDENDUM #1
WARRANTY DEED

When Recorded mail to:
CACHE MORTGAGE CORPORATION
50 S O U T H M A I N
STREET, BRIGHAM

BRIGHAM
C I T Y , UT

84302

WARRANTY DEED
BRAD

A. CHAPMAN

and DESIRE

CHAPMAN

grantor(s) of
BRIGHAM CITY
hereby CONVEY(S) and WARRANT(S) to
GEORGE

All

A. CHAPMAN

as joint

County of

and MARJORIE

tenants

with

full

BOX

W. CHAPMAN,

rights

of

State of

ELDER

Husband

&

UTAH

Wife

survivorship

grantee (s)
Of

657 NORTH
BRIGHAM

100 WEST

CITY,UT

84302

C o u n t y of

BOX

ELDER

for the sum of TEN DOLLARS AND OTHER VALUABLE CONSIDERATIONS *******
the following described tract(s) of land in BOX E L D E R
County, State of u T

, to-wit:

B E G I N N I N G A T T H E N O R T H E A S T C O R N E R OF L O T 3 , B L O C K 5 6 , P L A T " C " , B R I G H A M
C I T Y S U R V E Y ; T H E N C E W E S T 10 R O D S ; T H E N C E S O U T H 6 R O D S ; T H E N C E E A S T 10 R O D S ;
T H E N C E N O R T H 6 R O D S T O T H E P O I N T OF B E G I N N I N G .

WITNESS the hand(s) of said grantor(s), this 19 T aay of

SEPTEMBERI996

Signed in the presence of

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF
BOX
O n the 1 9 T kbf
BRAD

A.

SS.
ELDER

SEPTEMBER

CHAPMAN

1996

and DESIRE

personally a p p e a r e d before m e
CHAPMAN

thefsibner(s)
of tne
the aroove
above instrument,
iej(sj or
instrument, who
who duly
duly acknowledged to
N01ARY

Notary Public

PAUL

Residing At:

BRIGHAM

My Commission Expires:

D.

PUBLIC'STMEMWH
50 S MAIN
BRIGHAM CITY, UTAH 84302

LONdHURST
CITY,

UT

06/09/97

84302

COMM. EXP. JUNE 9,1997

Tab 2

ADDENDUM #2
VERIFIED AFFIDAVIT
OF GEORGE A. CHAPMAN

BRfGHAH DISTRICT

JfiM28 9 1 5 1 ' 3 8
BRAD A. CHAPMAN, Pro Se
Attorney for Defendent
647 North 100 West
Brigham City, UT 84302

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN
Plaintiff
vs.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, GEORGE
CHAPMAN AND MARGE
CHAPMAN, his wife
Defendant

) VERIFIED AFFIDAVIT
)
) Civil No. -974100428
)

)

STATE OF UTAH

)
§:ss
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER )
George A. Chapman being first duly sworn and on his oath states as follows:

1. In the spring of 1996 Desi came to Marge and I and said she and Brad would
like to build an addition on their house for us to live in for the rest of our lives. They
would charge us only $200 a month for rent. Desi said it was so we could have some
money available to have fun. Desi said she wanted to build a nice place with a tub with
water jets and nice facilities.
2. Desi told us many times over the years that she did not pay her bills on time
and had lousy credit.* If we were to make the addition happen we would have to find a
way to finance it. After considerable thinking and discussions regarding this need I
remembered I still had VA loan borrowing ability and after checking it out found it to be
a good possibility.

3. To get as much money as possible Desi, Brad, Marge and I remodeled the
kitchen and the basement, put in new carpet in most areas and repainted. (A full
explanation of my involvement is listed below). The value of my labor is estimated at
$4,000.
4. Desi had stated that the funds for this remodeling, in advance of the sale, was
coming from her commissions from real estate sales, and had arranged through Bess
Realty for many of the purchases for the remodeling.
5. The funds of 3^6,863.72 after closing costs coming from the sale of the house
to us was to be used as follows: $5000 to pay off all of her and Brad's existing debts,
$5,000 for Desi's purchase of our car and was to be paid back into the savings account as
the construction continued. The $3,565.44 additional to purchase our car was borrowed
and was to be repaid to the fund. I spent for the remodeling of the house after the sale the
sum of $3,565.44. which was used for the construction of the addition. Desi and Brad
deposited $36,863.72 into a joint savings account at First Security Bank.
6. I drew up the plans and specifications for the addition using the garage as a
bedroom and connecting the new addition to the house. Desi asked me to put a new
master bedroom on the plans for them, which I did.
7. In order to accomplish completion of the project Brad and Desi would sell the
house to us. The money received except for $5000 Desi was to use to pay off all her
indebtedness was to build as much of the project as possible. Desi refused to get bids on
the project, so that we would know in advance its costs, saying she had lots of
connections and we would have plenty of money, Desi and I were to be the general
contractors. Desi would handle the business end and I would be the contractor.

I completed the plans without her help or input because she refused to spend the time to
work with me.
All of the repair work we did to remodel the house took much longer than we expected
and we were not able to close the sale on the house until September 17,1996.
8. We submitted the plans for approval to the Brigham City building committee
and they were approved.
9. The original agreement we had was that she would use the money received
from the sale of the home to build us an attached apartment. After the completion Brad
and Desi would be able to buy us out of the loan and assume ownership. Desi spent the
money, $$ 1,863.72, that she had agreed would be used to build the addition, on other
than agreed to expenditures — Desi broke the agreement therefore the original agreement
was null and void.
10. After it was discovered that the money was gone and the project wasn't
anywhere near1 completion, Desi promised she would replace the money she'd spent from
this fund from her real estate sales commissions but then she abandoned us, and left us
with this huge mortgage debt, by not making any effort to make amends. Desi took no
action to earn money to replace what she had stolen.
11. Before Desi told us she had spent all of the money Marge and I had worked all
through the winter, out in the cold on the project and Desi did not help. Desi also tried to
deter us from doing further work by continually telling us that she and Brad had agreed to
delay this project. Brad denies he understood what her intentions were.

12. Now here we are, I am 78 years old and Marge is 76 years old, and Ave have
been placed in great financial jeopardy. Our only income is our social security and if
Desi walks away from this obligation, as she advised us she would be leaving on
December 1st, she'll leave Marge and I in serious jeopardy. The loan, mortgage and title
to the home are in our names.
13. Plaintiff has deliberately tried to prevent the sale of this home, and she has
denied this. Note these comments: (a) a number of similar houses have sold in this area
on a 45 day listing to sale (b) Our Realtor has not shown the house to one potential buyer
in four months, (c) Desi has been heard saying derogatory things about us and telling her
boss and other agents not to sell the home (d) our agent was told by several local agents
that if he sold this house he would be blackballed from selling in the Brigham City area,
(e) Now in your letter of January 9, 1998 you stated Desi has been bothered by people
wanting information on the house. It definitely appears that she has discouraged these
people from further considering the purchase of this house.
14. Desi claims she wants to live in the house until the divorce is final assuming
she will suddenly have the financial arrangements made so that she can get into a
different place to live. This is an irresponsible statement.
15. My wife and I are the victims of this fiasco and con job. Not only has parental
abuse been inflicted upon us, but my wife who had a stroke in 1987; this turmoil has had
a devastating effect on her health (we have a letter from Dr. John Markeson blaming this
turmoil for her high anxiety and depression).

16. On October 27, 1997 Desi advised Brad that she would be moving out of the
home on December 1 st 1997. That was the reason we put out the For Rent sign. She did
not have the courtesy to tell us she had changed her mind. When we realized that she was
staying, we removed the sign. Desi recommended that we put the house for sale in June
of 1997and we subsequently listed the house for sale.
I encouraged Desi to sell the house herself, and she could have received the $4,000.00
sales commission with which she could have then found a nice place to live. She laughed
at me
17.Remodeling of the basement and the home was to raise the value of the house.
Marge and I worked very hard on the remodeling of the basement to improve the value of
the house, so that we could borrow as much money as possible to put into the addition we
were to live in.

18. The value of $4000.00 for work in the remodeling prior to sale is listed in the
following:
1. Rewire the basement - installing new fixture switches and outlets throughout.
2. Install a wall between a bathroom and a storage closet and remodel the bathroom.
3. Build a door between a potential bedroom and the storage (cut through wall and frame
door).
4. Build a hallway through furnace room to provide an access and make a room a
bedroom.
5. Close a wall between 2 rooms and cut through a wall and install a door to make two
bedrooms.
6. Extend heat pipes into one bedroom.
7. Replace kitchen cabinets - install new ones; a stove sink and dishwasher. Install
several upper cabinets.
8. Install a door into the pantry.
All of this was done to increase the value of a home, I then bought, with the agreement an
apartment addition would be built for my wife and I.
19. Value of my labor on the building of the addition before there was no moie
money to proceed.
1.

Time and effort in getting the loan to buy the house

800.00

2.

Drawing Plans

600.00

3.

Revising plans as work progressed including measurements

300.00

4.

Getting Prints made for subcontractors and building board

200.00

5.

Getting Permits

40.00

6.

Laying out for Foundation and Overhang

7.

Rebuilding Garage into a bedroom (Marge & I)

8.

Buying Trips and pricing including miscellaneous time

800.00

9.

Figuring cost of finishing house so a refinance might be obtained

800.00

10.

Material furnished from my personal funds

263.00

The total for the labor and materials on the "mother-in-law" apartment

160.00
4000.00

$8963.00

20. If Desi persists in this legal process, to try to include this home in the divorce
action I will demand to be paid for the remodeling work, and to the time spent on the
addition of the "mother in law" apartment.

* Under Desi's management of the income from this marriage Brad and Desi were
required to file ''Deeds in Lieu of Foreclosure" two times, and Bankruptcy one time.

Dated this Q% day of January, 1998,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
~"~ NQTAHY PUBLIC"
JILL Ho NELSON
310 South Main, Suite 308
Salt Uk© City, Utah 84101
Mty Commission Expires
January 29, 1098

STATE OF UTAH

_day of January, 1998.

Mi ,n-Hphooi-

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that I delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Verified Affidavit of George Chapman to the following on this
January, 1998.

to
Jeff R. Thorne of Mann, Hadfield and Thorne
Attorney at Law
Zions Bank Building
98 North Main
Brigham City, Utah 84302

and to
Clerk of the Court
Clerk for Judge Jenkins

day of
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ADDENDUM #3
VERIFIED AFFIDAVIT
OF BRAD A. CHAPMAN

BRIGHAM SISTRtCT
Brad Alan Chapman, Pro Se

647 North 100 West
Brigham City, Utah 84302
435-734-2777

JfiH 28
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IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
DESIRE N. CHAPMAN

) VERIFIED AFFIDAVIT

Plaintiff

)

vs.

) Civil No. 974100428

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN

)

Defendant

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF BOX ELDER

)

)
§ :ss
)

Brad Alan Chapman being first duly sworn on his oath states as follows;
1. In regard to paragraph 4, of the letter by Jeff R. Thome dated 1/9/98
Dr. Price was paid for the custody evaluation on 1/14/98, and Defendant has
begun the preparation and completion of information requested by Dr. Price.
2. In regard to paragraph 5, of the letter by Jeff R. Thorne dated 1/9/98
Defendant denies problems with the 12 year old son as portrayed. Defendant has
had years of pleasant times with hinn and has only received this type of response
since he filed for sole custody. Defendant has asked Dr. Price to attend to this
matter immediately and help resolve this conflict. Plaintiff and her Attorney
seem to actively promote this conflict. Plaintiff has alleged Defendant has made
requests regarding the children's transportation on their visitations with him,
and he never required Desi to transport the children. This is another attempt to
promote this conflict.

3. In regard to paragraph 7, of the letter by Jeff R. Thorne dated 1/9/98
Plaintiffs problems with repairs to the home need to be addressed with the
landlord, Mr. George Chapman. Mr. George Chapman is retired and is available
at almost any time to help Desi by meeting any necessary repairman and
allowing entrance. Plaintiff through her Attorney has made several erroneous
allegations regarding Defendants personal property located in his residence.
Defendant wonder's when Plaintiffs attorney will get down to business and
discontinue the frivolous and derogatory accusations and assumptions regarding
Defendant's personal property or behavior inside his own residence. Plaintiffs
Attorney writes that Plaintiff found items of concern in the Defendant's
residence and that the handle to the door was broken. Defendant wonders if
Plaintiff had broken the lock, and why the Plaintiff had trespassed on Defendants
privacy when other very reasonable alternatives to dealing with her alleged
problems could have been implemented. Defendant does not have any interest in
taking over the ownership of the residence as inferred by the Plaintiffs attorney
4. In regard to paragraph 4 of the letter by Jeff R. Thorne dated 1/6/98,
Defendant and his witnesses have reviewed the video tape of the hearing on
12/17/97 with scrutiny and could not locate the statements made by Plaintiffs
Attorney. The comments made regarding statements made by the children have
been misstated and Defendant is not in violation of any request of the court.
5. In regard to the closing statement in the letter by Jeff R. Thorne dated
1/6/98, Defendant has reviewed the documentation enclosed and makes the
following observations;
•

Regarding A — the correct amount of the purchase of the automobiles is
$8,565.44, of which Mr. George Chapman has refunded to the building fund
through the purchase of materials incorporated in the building addition, the

amount of $3,565.44. Plaintiff still has to repa)^ the $5,000 to the building fund
which was used for the purchase of her car,
•

Regarding B — The amount Desi presented to Brad as being owed to creditors
and being needed for the debt consolidation, prior to the sale of the home,
was $5,000. The parties, George, Marge and Brad witnessed her disclosure
and agreed to proceed on the sale of the house, and the building of the
addition. Desi had disclosed the names and amounts of many of the debts she
committed to pay with this $5,000, but when Brad reviewed the account
status with creditors, on or about April 15th of 1997, the debts had not been
paid in full.

•

Regarding C - The amount of $25,000 Desi listed for remodel and addition.
The remodeling was to have been paid in full prior to the sale of the house.
Desi stated to the purchaser and to the Mortgage Company that there were
no potential liens outstanding at the time of the sale. She has included many
of the costs of remodeling in this disclosure and therefore either there were
potential liens on the property prior to the sale, or the items listed from line 1
page 1 to line 21 page 1 should not be included in this accounting. Therefore
this accounting does not represent the correct timing of the expenditures or
the expenditures listed are not a part of the costs correctly attributable to the
proceeds of the money from the sale of the home.

•

The amount received from the sale of the home which was deposited at First
Security Bank in a joint savings account for Brad and Desi was $36,847.41.
Therefor the Plaintiffs' accounting totals add up to more than the amount
deposited from the sale of the home.
7. Since these figures are not an accurate accounting, coinciding with the

court order to disclose all of the expenditures from the proceeds of the sale of the

home. Defendant believes Plaintiff has not complied with the request of the
court. Defendant asks the court to enforce this request.
IN SUMMARY:
Plaintiff has not yet complied with these requests of the court —
•

The filing of Income Tax Returns for 1993,1994,1995, & 1996.

•

The accounting of the funds received from the sale of the home that were to
be used for the addition of the "mother - in - law" apartment.

•

The restraint of using verbal harassment and contacting the Defendants
personally and not through her attorney.

•

The use of interrogating the children regarding their visitations with their
father in an attempt at alienating their affections for their father.

•

Violations by Plaintiff of state required visitation rights by advising the
Pharmacist not to inform Defendant about the medications his children are
on.

•

Regarding the residence at 647 North 100 West, Brigham City, the Plaintiff
called the Realtor who had listed the home and demanded the retraction of
the listing.
DATED this A T day of January, 1998.
/J^A^^iii^^^.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

_day of January, 1998.

JILL H. NELSON
Pi

310 South Mam, Suit© 308
SaSi Lake City, Utah 84101
My Commission Expires
January 29,1998
STATE OF UTAH ,.„_

fotary Public

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that I delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Verified Affidavit of Brad A. Chapman to the following on this V f day of
January, 1998.

to
Jeff R, Thorne of Mann, Hadf ield and Thorne
Attorney at Law
Zions BanJk Building
98 North Main
Brigham City, Utah 84302

and to
Clerk of the Court
Clerk for Judge Jenkins
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ADDENDUM #5
BRAD CHAPMAN YTD
EARNINGS 1997

^,,, riK- r»v h
$une?

Federal Withhaldffig
'
Social Sccurijky Employee
Medicare Employee
UT ~ Withholding

aa-62^4

~WA*
->/**
" 2 ^ °'*
"$5 g 4

^^dAvaibble
•OOC/0.00
: OOtW.OO
scorn iikx'tyouks Inc.
icn, UT 84405

! 1/24^7-12/7^7

1,521.69

PfiESCOltf £L£CTRON$CS, INC,
•>,!A. Chapnm
7 N 5 00 W.
:gboni Cdv, fMi
8--4302
?-?& -6-294

11/21/9?
Straight l^ibov (i $ $ 1,640 64)
Federal Withholding
Social Sceiiriiy
fcmpfcsyrc
Mevkare Employer
OT - Wshhokiiag

1,640.61
*56.(X>
-101.72
-23.79
-43.89

Usoi/At*tobic
k 0 (X>/U.OO

•v.' <-xi Uccitotn^n lis;-,
7 W. River dale Road
d e n t i l 84-105

U/iO/97 . U £ 3 # 7

1,413.24

PftfSCOM ELECTRONICS, INC.
idACh^pnuiii
? N. 100 W.
g.^un Q?>,; )uvh
&3302
'-7&-6294

;- O.'JO/aOO
S^OHS LtevUV! •«•;.* inc.
r
VV. Riverd:dc Road
ten, UT &?40*

i 1/8/97
Stsaighi Labe* 0 %% 1,690 SO)
Federal Wuhhokimg
Social Sccanty Ciriployce
Medicare Employee
UT. Withholding

1,690.30
-64.00
> 104,83
>J •

49.15

Tab, 6

ADDENDUM #6
BRAD CHAPMAN DEBTS
AND OBLIGATIONS

DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS

j S330

Auto loan

I Zions Bank

Monthly Payment

Balance

Creditors Name

[ _

Rent

$859

j Desire chapman

Alimony & child support

$541

\ Church oflndsvidua! Responsibility

Loan

$240

\ Air Touch Cellular

Phone

$35

Utilities

$75

George Chapman

iff

p~———-

nMoviitaij) Fuel and Brigharo City

$44

! A.C.I.C.

S136

Medication

1 Medication

£2310

1 TOTAL EXPENSES

MONTHLY EXPENSES
Payment

Expense
i{ ftKent

or mortgage

J Rea} propeny lax
I

$859
SO
$D

J feal property insurance
$30
| Mamtensnce
I Food and household supplies
iiines- including water, stectrici.lvr gas and hcac
| Uf
UtEiincSUK

$150
$60

i

$35

I Laundry and cleaning

$20

I Clothing

£20

Medical

SI 36

i Dental
insurance (Life, health, accident)

SO

j Child care

Si 50

j ChsW/'&pousai support {paying now)

$54!

i School

$0

j Enteiiaimneni.

S20

i

J

i Ivkdtica* or ofer insurance

L

f Uni'ou of other dues

_i_

Retirement or pension fund
j Savings plan
* Credit Union
Other
! TOTAL MONTHLY DEDUCTIONS | $807,37
j TOlAf, MONTHLY INCOME

| $2692.63
Payments

Balance

Value

Other Assets
j Boat

-—j

i

—

I Camper
I Trailer

_,—.—

m

...

\

„-

^^ - J U I - I ^

\ Power Equipment

ASSETS
Value

Balance Owed

| Household furndsfrings
i Automobiles -199! Saturn

$7500

I Securities ('Stocks md Bonds)
t«
«.».. ,^.^ _, _^_
JL_, ..__-4
I Cash nnd Deposit Accounts
i

_„

j' Li fe Insurance
j Profit Sharing or Retirement
I Real Estate

„

j

j

-i1

I

!

\ Business loter^st
j Tools
! TOTAL

—
f

1

Inckfen^b (grooming, travel etc)
! Transportation {oilier than automobile)
Auto expense (gas-, oil repair, insurance)

Si 50
$0
$175

I Auto payments

$380

j Installment payments
|
.
r _ _
j Other zxpznscs - Church loan

SO
$240

| TOTAL EXPENSES

$2971

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing, including any attachments are froe and correct and that this
declaration was executed on the J 2 . day o f ^ e ^ J k ^ W at
2JJ_3_ JL&U.

BRAD ALAN CBAPMAK Jkfendam

Tab 7

ADDENDUM #7
BRAD CHAPMAN
CONSOLIDATED LOAN

CONSOLIDATED

MUMOTAL

S3.20O 00

Dr NkQuiv^
% hikiien v O n u r
r
ulh^aii vVtftei
i„tOf>..<?\ jik OI ! e*uons
^i Buno'en m

1,700.00
356 47
456.47
560.00

„__2ias
S3.«4$ 30

LOAN

FROM CHl'KCH
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ADDENDUM #8
BRAD CHAPMAN CASH
FLOW GRAPH, JAN'99
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ADDENDUM #9
ORDERS, ETC.
R. 050-062 THROUGH R. 403-406

Jeff R. Thome of Mann, Hadfield & Thome #3250
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Zions Bank Building-98 North Main
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0876
Telephone: 435-723-3404
Facsimile: 435-723-8807

fe

^

ajHstt^

IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
Petitioner,
vs.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN,
Respondent.

)

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

y
c

)

CM No.

nHiQQ428fofli

)

Judge: CUAJT £ VZs>fc\Ai&

)

Based upon the AflBdavit of plaintiff onfileherein, and good cause appearing, it is hereby,
ORDERED that you, Brad Alan Chapman, are required to appear in the above-entitled
court on the }J_ day of December 1997 a t ^ hour of

3:00

p . M. and then and

there show cause, if any you have, why the following relief should not be granted:
1.

Mrs. Chapman should be awarded the temporary care, custody and control of the

minor children, Corey Shane Chapman, born Januaiy 4, 1986, Kristopher Devin Chapman, born
February 22, 1988, and Dakohta Ravin Chapman, born February 8, 1995.
2.

Mr. Chapman be awarded reasonable visitation.

3.

Mr. Chapman be required to pay child support in the amount of $973.00 or such

sum as determined by the court.
4.

Mr. Chapman pay one-half of any child care costs incurred to enable Mrs.

Chapman to work.

JeffR. Thome of Mann, Hadfield & Thome #3250
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Zions Bank Building-98 North Main
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0876
Telephone: 435-723-3404
Facsimile: 435-723-8807

*
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IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
Plaintiff,

Civil No. 974100428

vs.

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, GEORGE
CHAPMAN and MARGE CHAPMAN
his wife
Defendant.

Upon the verified affidavit of plaintiff and good cause appearing, it is hereby ORDERED
that you the defendants above-named appear before the above-entitled court onT^eSclo^ the
QM

day of V g , W c ^ ^ , 1998 at d ' O O a n to show cause why defendant, Brad Chapman,

should not be held in contempt for his failure to pay the court appointed child support and
alimony amounts, why plaintiff should not be awarded judgment against defendant, Brad
Chapman, for unpaid child support and alimony payments, why defendants, George and Marge
Chapman, should not be restrained and enjoined from selling the marital home, why plaintiff
should not be awarded full possession of the home, and why defendants should not be restrained
from recording the conversations of plaintiff and/or the children, and why defendants should not

1

FIRST DISTRICT - Box Elder COURT
BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
DESIRE N CHAPMAN,
Petitioner,

NOTICE OF
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

vs

Case No: 974100428 DA

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN
et al
Respondent.

Judge:
Date:

CLINT S. JUDKINS
August 24,1998

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE is re-scheduled.
Date: 09/15/1998
Time: 02:00 p.m.
Location: COURT ROOM
1ST DISTRICT COURT
43 N MAIN P. O. BOX 873
BRIGHAM CITY, UT 84302
The reason for the change is Conflict in attorney schedule
Dated this ^ffi day of

District Court Deputy Clerk
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JeflfR. Thome of Mann, Hadfield & Thome #3250
Attorneys for Petitioner
Zions Bank Building-98 North Main
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0876
Telephone: 435-723-3404
Facsimile: 435-723-8807

5RIGHAH DISTRICT
90 SEP 22 AH 10= 33

IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
Petitioner,

Civil No 974100428

vs.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, et al.
Respondent.

Upon the verified Affidavit of Petitioner dated August 14, 1998, it is hereby ORDERED
that you, respondent, appear before the above-entitled court on the oil

day of <CWvo/v?r at

the hour of n> 15 &.m. to show cause why judgment should not be entered against you for
past due alimony, child care, child support, medical expenses, and utility bills.
DATED this •?*> day of September, 1998.
BY THE COURT:

A

(C"(H'

JeffR. Thome of Mann, Hadfleid & inome wmv
Attorneys for Petitioner
Zions Bank Buiiding-98 North Main
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0876
Telephone: 435-723-3404
Facsimile: 435-723-8807
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
Plaintiff

Civil No. 974100428

vs.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, GEORGE
CHAPMAN and MARGE CHAPMAN
his wife,
Defendant.

This matter came on for hearing on the 24th day of February, 1998 at the hour of 2:00
p.m., the Honorable Clint S. Judkins presiding and sitting without a jury. The petitioner
appeared in person and with her attorney, JeffR Thome. The respondent appeared in person and
with his attorney, Len Eldridge. The defendants, George and Marge Chapman appeared Pro Se.
The issues before the court are outlined in the Order to Show Cause filed by Desire N. Chapman
against Brad Chapman, George Chapman and Marge Chapman. The Court heard the argument of
the parties, and makes the following Order,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

At the time offilingof the order to show cause, Brad Chapman was delinquent in

1

child support and aumony in me amoum ui *J.JV»W, o«u an O«WMVI«W %*>
- *^.w ***** **«V »« w ^y
days later. Defendant, Brad Chapman, brought the support amounts current on February 10,
1998, after he was served with the order to show cause. The courtfindshe was delinquent at the
time the affidavit was filed, and at the time he was served with the order to show cause. The
court will hold the matter of attorney's fees on this order to show cause untilfinaldivorce
hearing.
2.

The Court understands that all parties have differing opinions as to what interest, if

any, Brad and Desire Chapman have in the home. The court recognizes that legal title to the
home is in the names of George and Marge Chapman, however, the court will not rule on the
issue of which parties own the home at this time. The court does rule that the home can be listed
for sale, but that no sale is to take place without court approval. No party is to stand in the way
of obtaining a fair offer on the home. Each of the parties shall agree with the offer on the home
before it is sold. If the parties cannot agree, then the court will make that decision.
3.

The Courtfindsthat Brad Chapman has not been in the home for any extended

periods of time since December, but he can stay in the basement of the home if he chooses, as
provided in the first order on order to show cause. Mr. Chapman is not to put any tape recorders
in the heat ducts in the home or try to listen in on conversations. If he feels he needs to record
conversations, the recorder should be on the table, or in full view. However, the court is not
interested in listening to tapes of conversations. If Mr. Chapman's intent is to use the tape
recordings as evidence, he is to have the transcribed by a certified court reporter, because the
court will not spend hours of court time listening to tape recordings.
4.

The issue was raised about visitation problems, but since this issue was not raised
2

at the time the affidavit and order to snow cause were mcu, u» wun w******* ^ »~.~ ~~ —
issue. However, the court will be liberal in awarding attorney fees if a party is able to show
unreasonable dealings with visitation. There is to be no rude comments or filthy language or
derogatory comments made in the presence of the children. The visitation is for the benefit of the
children and Brad Chapman, and he may have any suitable adults pick up and return the children
for visitation purposes, but those people should not be calling the police or engaging in behavior
which is not helpfiil in effecting visitation. The visitation is not before the court at this time, but if
it is brought before the court, the court will issue the necessary order, and liberally award attorney
fees.
5. The respondent's Motion for Sanctions is not well taken. That plaintiffs amended
pleadings werefiledwith the court according to law. The courtfindsno case law that
"proceeding" meansfilingaffidavits or orders to show cause within 20 days after an attorney has
withdrawn. The court has no problem with thefilingof the Order to Show Cause since it was not
scheduled during the time Mr. Chapman had tofindan attorney. Defendant's motion for
sanctions is denied and also defendant's objection to joining George and Marge Chapman is
denied.
DATED this

day of February, 1998.
BY THE COURT:

CLINT S. JUDKINS
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

3

LEN R. ELDRIDGE (Bar No. 6722)
Attorney for Defendant
925 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone: 328-0808
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DESHtE N. CHAPMAN,
Plaintiff,

]
I
]>

OBJECTION TO ORDER ON
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

v.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, GEORGE )i
CHAPMAN and MARGE CHAPMAN, j
Defendant.

'1

Civil No. 974100428 DA

Judge Clint S. Judkins

COMES NOW the Defendant, BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, by and through his attorney
Len R. Eldridge, and hereby submits his Objection to the Order on Order to Show Cause. The
parties appeared before the above-entitled Court, the Honorable Judge Clint S. Judkins presiding.
Plaintiff was represented by counsel, Jeff R. Thome. Defendant was represented by his counsel of
record. George and Marge Chapman appeared pro se.
1.

Defendant objects to the language in paragraph 2 of the proposed order. If, as the

proposed order is written, the court recognized that legal title to the house located at 647 North
100 West, Brigham City, Utah is in the names of George and Marge Chapman, the question of
ownership is moot. The Court ordered the parties to make the house presentable and ready for
showing, which goes farther than the proposed order states. Moreover, the court did not order
that the parties shall agree on the sale price of tHfe house.

2.

Defendant objects to the language in paragraph 3 of the proposed order. The

Defendant was restrained from secreting or hiding the tape recorder. The Defendant was not
ordered not to listen in on conversations, nor was the Defendant ordered as to where the tape
recorder was to be placed.
3.

Defendant strongly objects to any language included in this Order regarding

visitation. The Court properly ruled that this issue was not before the Court and the Defendant,
therefore, argues that no mention of "visitation problems" should be included in the Order.
4.

Furthermore, Plaintiffs counsel is making additional rulings for the Court through

the inclusion of any language regarding "those people should not be calling the police or engaging
in behavior which is not helpful in effecting visitation". The Court did state that it would liberally
award attorney's fees should there be future problems in visitation, but such dicta from the bench
is stated as a warning and not afindingof fact or ruling on this matter.
5.

The final paragraph is objected to in its entirety, exclusive of the last sentence,

which states, "Defendant's motion for sanctions is denied and also defendant's objection to
joining George and Marge Chapman is denied."
6.

Plaintiffs apparent attempt to supplement the court's Findings of Fact and Order

on Order to Show Cause is fraught with error and self serving misstatements of the Court's
Order. While counsel's duty is to be a zealously advocate for his client, counsel has a duty as an
officer of the court to truthfully represent what was ordered in Court in drafting an Order on
Order to Show Cause. This is the second time Plaintiffs counsel has attempted to supplement
the Court's order with his own language and desired results.
7.

Defendant respectfully requests that the Court award Defendant attorney's fees
2

and costs incurred in bringing these matters to the attention ot the Court, in tne amount or
$250.00.
DATED this 4* day of March, 1998.

LENR. ELDRIDGE, PC.

LEN R. ELDRIDGE
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4* day of March, 1998,1 mailed, first-class
postage pre-paid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument to the following:
JeffR. Thorne
MANN HADFIELD & THORNE
Attorneys for Plaintiff
98 North Main Street
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302

Len R. Eldridge

3

Jeff R. Thome of Mann, Hadfield & Thome #3250
Attorneys for Petitioner
Zions Bank Building-98 North Main
P.O. BOK 876

Bn$wCiVf,VtahW02-0876
&OTite;4J>723«S807
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,

)

Petitioner,

)

ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Civil no. 974100428

)

vs.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, et al.
Respondent.

)
)

This matter cam on for settlement conference on the 15th day of September, 1998. The
petitioner was present and was represented by her attorney, JefFR Thome. The respondent, Brad
Chapman, was present and was represented by his attorney, Len R. Eldridge. George Chapman
was present Pro Se, The court issues the following ruling,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

The motionfiledby Desire Chapman to approve sale of real property was

withdrawn.
2.

Brad Chapman* s motion to appoint guardian ad litem has been withdrawn by Mr.

Chapman.
3.

Desire Chapmanfiledfor an order of contempt against Brad Chapman on May 29,

4998, alleging he was sending letters to Dr. Price, the custody evaluator, containing lies and
1

derogatory statements. The court notes Dr. Price has made his recommendation, and any
mailings by Brad Chapman apparently had no effect. Therefore, the motion is dismissed.
4.

George Chapmanfileda motion to evict on May 18,1998. That motion was

responded to by Desire Chapman. The court will take this motion under advisement forfinaltrial.
5.

Brad Chapmanfiledan affidavit stating his family has general tendency for

depression and anxiety and the children needed to go to Dr. Weber at Bear River Mental Health.
Since there was no motion or order to show causefiledwith the affidavit, the court will disregard
it at this date.
6.

Brad Chapmanfileda motion for contempt against Desire Chapman and sought to

modify the temporary order. This motion was responded to by Desire Chapman opposing said
motion and asking the motion be dismissed. The court will take that motion under advisement for
ruling atfinaltrial.
7.

George Chapmanfileda motion that Desire Chapman had been interfering in the

sale of the home and asking she be immediately evicted. Desire Chapman responded to the
motion and asked that it be dismissed and that George Chapman be required to pay her costs,
expenses and attorney fees for bringing a "bad faith" motion. The court will take this motion
under advisement for ruling at final trial.
8.

Desire Chapmanfiledan affidavit seeking judgment for delinquent house

payments, alimony, utilities, child care, medical and orthodontic expenses. At this date, no order
to show cause or motion has beenfiled,and the court will, therefore, issue no order at this
station.
9.

Brad Chapmanfileda motion for psychological evaluation of Desire Chapman.

Mrs. Chapman indicates she has never seen the motion. The Court orders in regard to said
2

motion that if Mr. Chapman wants to have Desire Chapman submit to a psychological evaluation,
he shall clear the person, time and date with Mr. Thome. Mr. Chapman will be responsible for alt
costs of the examination. If Desire Chapman is not satisfied with the person chosen, she may S!e
a motion with the court and has recourse to seek court rulings about that.
10.

The court does not know if there has been any interference with visitation. The

court is concerned that all parties follow the prior orders of the court. The court will be inclined
to award attorney fees if itfindseither parties violated the visitation orders. If it is necessary to
take more than one day of trail, it wiii costs more attorney fees, and the parties should carefully
consider whether they can resolve issues without needing more than one day trial.
11.

Desire Chapman does not request a psychological evaluation of Mr. Chapman, due

to the costs involved, but Mr. Chapman shall submit any evaluations he has to Mr. Thome within
15 days.
12.

Desire Chapman's attorney indicated the likely witnesses fcr petitioner would be,

Desire Chapman, Dr. T. Brent Price, and if there are any other witnesses the same will be
furnished to opposing counsel prior to trial
13.

Bract Chapman k 10 furnish his list of witnesses within 15 days with a short

summary of their expected test!
14.

The court does encouiftge the parties to rc*-J•-.•» iiay is^iss. presently Duisi^k?
OUTDATED this U dav of SeptenffiSr, I99S.
•\

BY THE COURT:

." DiSTRIC'i COT|IR'

Fwsuant to Rule 4-504 ot
feerebv certifies thai he served a wpv of theforegoing0rd» «a Order t

CKftTfr? f ! : " ^

-^Ti-^

*irt^n

5?^-S£i-«.

copy thereof the _ J L say of October. IS??.
IT ,_ J « ? ^ | n ^ _ j * W % A

Jytorneys tor Petnionsr
Ifotlee of objection to the proposed dvcume^^ m,f«*
counsel within-five(5) days oiict »*i *ivv.
dpdivorcfi/chapmaa$ S 598.ord
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LEN R. ELDRIDGE (Bar No. 6722)
Attorney for Defendant
925 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone: 3284)808

}
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
Plaintiff,
v.

)>
I
]i
i

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, GEORGE
>
CHAPMAN and MARGE CHAPMAN, ;
Defendant.

1

OBJECTION TO ORDER ON
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
(oral argument via telephone
conference requested)
Civil No. 974100428 DA
Judge Clint S. Judkins

COMES NOW the Defendant, BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, by and through his attorney
Len R. Eldridge, and hereby submits his Objection to the Order on Order to Show Cause. On
September 15, 1998 these parties appeared before the above-entitled Court, the Honorable Judge
Clint S. Judkins presiding. Plaintiff was represented by counsel, Jeff R. Thorne. Defendant was
present and represented by counsel, Len R. Eldridge. George and Marge Chapman appeared pro
se.
1.

Plaintiffs counsel has failed to forward a copy of the proposed Order on Order to

Show Cause to the Defendant. It was only by chance that Defendant's counsel was in the First
District Courthouse, on October 20,1998, reviewing his cases when he came upon this Order.
Therefore, Defendant's counsel immediately set forth this objection andfiledit post haste. Any
challenge to timeliness should be stricken for failure to provide a copy of said order to counsel.

2.

Defendant objects to the language contained in paragraph 3 of the proposed order.

The Court did notfind"'any mailings by Brad Chapman apparently had no effect" on the custody
recommendation. Plaintiff's continual attempts to putfindingsinto the Court's record which
were not found by or ruled upon by the Court should be noted and Plaintiffs counsel should be
admonished for this conduct.
3.

Defendant objects to the language in paragraph 5 of the proposed order. The

proposed language mis-states the Court findings and ruling. While no ruling was necessary on
the affidavits filed by both parties, the Court took note of all affidavits filed. The Court did not
state orfindthat it would disregard the affidavits. Plaintiff's counsel also provided affidavits to
the court which were also noted for the record. See paragraph 8 of proposed Order.
4.

Respondent's Motion for a Psychiatric Evaluation of Desire Chapman was

granted. The Court was satisfied with the proposed evaluator and ordered the Plaintiff to be
evaluated by Dr. Valerie Hale. Defendant objects to the language of paragraph 9 of the proposed
order, it mis-states the findings of the Court. The person to conduct the evaluation was
determined in Court. Of course, the time and place of the evaluation will be mutually arranged by
the parties, by the court did not order as such.
5.

The Court addressed the Plaintiffs desire and need for a psychological evaluation

of the Defendant. Since an evaluation was not wanted by the Plaintiff, one was not ordered.
However, the Defendant was ordered to provide access to his current psychological records. No
time limit was set by the court.
6.

Once again Plaintiffs apparent attempt to supplement the court'sfindingsand

Order on Order to Show Cause isfraughtwith error and self serving misstatements of the Court's
2

Order. While counsel's duty is to be a zealously advocate for his client, counsel has a duty as an
officer of the court to truthfully represent what was ordered in Court in drafting an Order on
Order to Show Cause. This is the third time Plaintiffs counsel has attempted to supplement the
Court's order with his own language and desired results.
7.

Defendant respectfully requests that the Court award Defendant attorney's fees

and costs incurred in bringing these matters to the attention of the Court, in the amount of
$250.00.
DATED this 22nd day of October, 1998.

LEN R. ELDRIDGE, P.C.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this W* day of October, 1998,1 mailed, first-class
postage pre-paid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument to Jeff R. Thome
MANN HADFIELD & THORNE, Attorneys for Plaintiff, 98 North Main Street, P.O. Box 876,
Brigham City, Utah 84302
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562 Soulh 400 East
BrigKam Cify/UT B4302
435-723-2777 Phone
•IN THE FIRST-BIS^
DESIRE R CHAPMAN
""•

OBJECTION TO ORDER ON
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

;

'Pefi'tioS.er;
vs.

Qvfl No/974100428

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN et al
- —

- Respondents- -

Judge: CUntS. Judkins
Dale: October 21 r 1998

COMES NOW the Respondent and objects to Petitioner's Order an Order
to Show Cause as follows:
1. Agree in regard, to Paragraph 1.
2. Agree in regard to paragraph 2,
3. Disagree in regard to paragraph 3 with sentence 1 & 2. Agree in regard to
sentences*
4. Disagree in regard to paragraph 4 excepting that the court has taken the
motion under advisement to be ruled upon at trial.
3, Disagree in regard to.paragraph. 5 excepting that the court advised this issue
could not be heard at this time because u^&ie i$ no motion or order to show
cause pending. •
6. Disagree in regard, to paragraph 6,

v.. A&iee .to paragraph. ^except di$agr^in„r?gardJoparagraph 9 sentence 4,_
i 0 Di^ gcee i.n regard to paragraph 10 excepting agrees with sentence 2.
11. Disagree.m r e g a r ^ ^
12. Disagree in regard to paragraph 12,
13. Disagree in regard to paragraph 13,
14," Agree in regard -to paragraph 14.
WHEREFORE, Respondent objects to the above paragraphs of Petitioners Order
on Order to Show Cause as.it does not conform to the ruling of the Court
Dated this > V _ day of October, 1998,

George A. Chapman, Pro Se
561 South 400 East #6
Brigham City, Utah 84302
435-734-2777
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
DESIRE N. CHAPMAN
Plaintiff
Vs.

) OBJECTION TO ORDER ON
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
)
)
Civil No. 974100428

BRAD A. CHAPMAN, GEORGE
and MARGE CHAPMAN, his wife,
Defendants

)

COMES NOW the defendants George and Marge Chapman, and objects
to Plaintiff's Order on Order to Show Cause.
Defendants answer the specifically numbered paragraphs of Plaintiffs
Order on Order to Show Cause as follows:
1, Defendants claim the subjects of Child Support and Alimony do not
relate to these defendants.
2. Defendants agree to the first statement. Defendants object to the
statement that the court addressed the subject of the ownership of the home, but
agree to the conclusion that the home can be listed for sale. The defendants agree
that the court ordered "No party is to stand in the way of obtaining a fair offer on
the home", but object to the statement that the court ordered "Each of the parties
shall agree with the offer on the home before sale", but agrees that the court

ruled that the court will review the sale offer prior to acceptance by the
Defendants.
4 Defendants object to the allegations and statements regarding visitation
as the subject of visitations were not included in this Order to Show Cause.
5, Defendants object to the statements regarding the subject of sanctions
and their admissibility,
WHEREFORE, Defendants George and Marge Chapman, objects to the above
paragraphs as shown on Plaintiffs Order on Order to Show Cause as it does not
conform to the ruling of the Court.
DATED this

day of March, 1998.

George Chapman, Pro Se

Marge Chapman, Pro Se

issues pending before the court.

2

I've attempt: to narrow

; this down to the remaining issues.

3

What I'm going to order is that the house may be

4

continued to be listed for sale, but that sale will be

c

subject to court atoroval.

Now, in avoidance of court

.

6

approval, and I keep hoping that you parties can settle

7

! this thing amongst yourselves, but in avoidance of that,

1
c

Mr. Thome, I think it woul d be appropriate for you to get
i

G

I

some things in mind.

One thing is you need an appraisal on

! that place to see what it is worth and if there's seme
1 -

j equity in that home and if she can buy out the ether

12

i parties and then

that may give some negotiation.

3efore that's sold you need to advise your agent,
Mr. Chapman, that court approval will have to be sought and
obtained before the final papers can be signed on that.
m

If

/•>

JL. O

they can find a buyer, that's fine, but it will have to

17

come back through this court to prove it.

13

thay,- Mr. Thome, get some idea what that thing is worth

19

and see if your client can buy out the other side and where

20

we're going from there.

21

MR. THORNE:

I think by doing

I think that will help settle it.

The only difficulty with that is until

22

ens custody issue is resolved, I just chink it's three

23

equations with four unknowns.
THE COURT:

well, it very well may be, -'but on the

ctner hand lust takir.cr thai- t-'m'n~ r-.ff t'r.o. ir=,>-i^<- *~,A -~- u_

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that 1 delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Objection to the Order to Show Cause to the following on this
March, 2998.
To

Jeff R, Thorne of Mann, Hadfield and Thome
Attorney at Law
Zions Bank Building
98 North Main
Brigham City, Utah 84302

and to
Clerk of the Court
Clerk for Judge Jenkins

day of

Jeff R. Thome of Mann, Hadfield & Thome #3250
Attorneys for Petitioner
Zions Bank Building-98 North Main
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0876
Telephone: 435-723-3404
Facsimile: 435-723-8807
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,

)

Petitioner,

)

vs.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, et al,
Respondents.

FINDINGS AND ORDER ON ORDER
TO SHOW CAUSE AND JUDGMENT

)

Civil No. 974100428

)

Judge Clint S. Judkins

)

This matter was heard on October 27, 1998 at the hour of 9:15 a.m. Petitioner, Desire N.
Chapman was present in court and was represented by her counsel of record, JefFR Thome, from
thefirmMann, Hadfield & Thome. The respondent, Brad Alan Chapman, was present in court
and was represented by his counsel record, Len R. Eldridge. George Chapman appeared Pro Se.
The court heard the evidence in this matter and makes the followingfindingsof fact,
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Under the temporary order on order to show cause, Brad Alan Chapman was

ordered to pay $200.00 per month alimony, the house payment, one-half the child care costs, onehalf of the medical and dental expenses, $947.00 per month child support, and he also was
obligated to pay 40% of the utility bills.
1

2.

Mr. Chapman admitted in open court that he has not paid the house payment since

April 1998 and claims he does not have the money to make the payment. The home is in
foreclosure at the present time.
3.

Brad Chapman is delinquent in the amount of $800.00 alimony and judgment

should enter against him in favor of Desire Chapman for that amount.
4.

Brad Chapman is $820.50 delinquent in child support, and judgment should enter

against him in favor of Desire Chapman for that amount.
5.

Brad Chapman has failed to pay his share of the child care costs and judgment

should enter against him in favor of Desire Chapman in the amount of $219.25 as and for child
care costs.
6.

Brad Chapman is delinquent in medical costs in the amount of $135.00 and

judgment should enter against him in favor of Desire Chapman for that amount.
7.

In addition, there is approximately $10,000.00 in medical bills incurred on

treatment of a skullfractureof the minor daughter suffered while on visitation with the father.
Those costs may be paid by Medicaid, and no order is entered by the court dealing with those
expenses until they become the obligation of the parties.
8.

Brad Chapman was ordered to pay 40% of the utility costs on the home and he is

delinquent $185.59 to Brigham City Corporation and $54.37 to Questar Gas, and judgment
should enter against him in favor of Desire Chapman in the amount of $239.96.
9.

The courtfindsthat Mrs. Chapman has expended $500.00 attorney fees in bringing

this action, and the courtfindsshe is entitled to judgment for $500.00 attorney fees, but will
defer issuing any judgment for the reason that Brad Chapman has claimed that she has interfered
2

with the sale of the home and that he has incurred $300.00 bringing his order to show cause on
that issue. The court will not make any ruling as to his order to show cause at the present time
because he had no witnesses present in court, but will defer entering ofjudgment to see if the
court will give any offset for Brad Chapman's attorney fees untilfinalhearing.
10.

Brad Chapman issued an order to show cause against his wife claiming interference

with the sale of the home. No testimony was produced that she did interfere with the sale of the
home. The court will therefore deny that order to show cause. Brad Chapman also issued an
order to show cause claiming that Desire Chapman denied him his visitation. The court does not
find any evidence to substantiate that order to show cause and will deny the same.
11.

George Chapman brought an order to show claiming that Desire Chapman has

interfered with the sale of the home. He did not have any witnesses testify and the court will
dismiss that order to show cause.
12.

All arrearage amounts are through the end of the month of October 1998.

13.

While the court did not make any ruling that there was any interference by Desire

Chapman, if the evidence is produced by affidavits of some Realtors is true, the court is concerned
about anyone interfering with the sale of the home, and indicates that no one should interfere with
the sale of the home.
14.

Judgment should enter against Brad Chapman in the amounts found in the

Findings.
Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

Judgment is entered against Brad Chapman in favor of Desire Chapman in the
3

amount of $800.00 delinquent alimony, $820.50 delinquent child support, $219.25 delinquent
child care, $135.00 delinquent medical expenses, and $239.96 utility expenses, making a total
judgment of $2,214.56.
2.

This judgment shall accrue interest at judgment rate of 7.468%.

3.

The court finds that Mrs. Chapman should be awarded attorney fees in the amount

of $500.00, but will not enter that as a judgment until such time as the court determines whether
there has been any interference with the sale of the home.
DATED this

day of

, 199S.
BY THE COURT:

CLINT S. JUDKINS, DISTRICT JUDGE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE UPON OPPOSING COUNSEL
Pursuant to Rule 4-504 of the Code of Judicial Administration, counsel for the Petitioner
hereby certifies that he served a copy of the foregoing Findings and Order on Order to Show
Cause and Judgment upon Len Eldridge, Attorney for Respondent, 925 East 900 South, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84105, and to George Chapman at 561 South 400 East #6, Brigham City, Utah
84302, by mailing a copy thereof the
day of October, 1998.

JeffR Thome
MANN, HADFIELD & THORNE
Attorneys for Petitioner

Notice of objection to the proposed documents must be submitted to the Court and
counsel within five (5) days after service.
dpd!vorce/diapmanl02798/ord
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George A. Chapman, Pro Se
561 South 400 East, #6
Brigham City, Utah 84302
435-734-2777
IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
DESIRE N. CHAPMAN
Petitioner
Vs,

) OBJECTION TO ORDER ON
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
)
)

Civil No. 974100428
BRAD A. CHAPMAN, GEORGE
and MARGE CHAPMAN, his wife,
Respondent's

) Judge; Clint S. Judkins
Date: 10/31/98

COMES NOW the Respondent's George and Marge Chapman, and
objects to Petitioner's Order on Order to Show Cause.
As we understand our rights as a citizen of the United States. We are not
to be prosecuted without a proper defense. The Order on Order to Show Cause
that Jeff R. Thorne wrote for hearings December 1997, February, September &
October 1998 three of which the court signed under our protest have prosecuted
the respondents and caused irreparable consequences. Most of Jeff R. Thome's
prepared court orders were never decided on or ordered in the courtroom. Mr.
Jeff R. Thorne is an attorney and not the court The evidence shows that Mr. Jeff
R. Thorne believes he is the court and prosecutes us without representation, Mr.
Jeff R. Thorne has, in fact, violated our civil rights, human rights and our legal
rights. We ask the court to impose the severest sanction against him. Mr.

Thome's "Findings of Fact" are more his proffers and hopes than those by order
of the court,
Respondent's answer the specifically numbered paragraphs of Petitioner's
Order on Order to Show Cause as follows:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. Accepted.
2. Denied due to no testimony was provided by Brad A. Chapman,
3. Accepted as to the payment type and amount
4. Accepted as to the paymenttypeand amount.
5. Unknown as to truth or falsehood that this was correctly established,
therefore denied.
6. Unknown as to truth or falsehood that this was correctly established,
therefore denied.
7. Denied, as to "fact". No evidence of such medical bills was provided
to the court
8. Unknown as to truth or falsehood that this was correctly established,
therefore denied.
9. Unknown as to truth or falsehood that this is correctly stated, therefore
denied.
10. Denied, The court said that Mr. Chapman did not have witnesses
present but the notarized statements presented by Mr. Chapman are
compelling enough that the court would hold this in abeyance until the

hearing scheduled for January 12,1999. The court gave a stern
warning to Desire Chapman to not resist or inhibit the showing of the
home.
11. Denied. The court did not dismiss this order but admitted that the
notarized statements of two real estate people attempting to show and
sell the house compelling enough to issue a warning to Desire
Chapman to further restrain from interfering in the sale of the home.
12. Accepted.
13. Accepted.
14. Unknown as to truth or falsehood that this was correctly established,
therefore denied.
15. Added fact: Court admonished Desire Chapman regarding her
interference with visitations.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1. Unknown as to truth or falsehood that these were correctly
established, therefore denied.
2. Denied.
3. Unknown as to the truth or falsehood as to the amount stated therfore
denied, but accept the balance of this finding.

WHEREFORE, Respondex\t's George and Marge Chapman, objects to the
above paragraphs as shown on Petitioner's Order on Order to Show Cause as it
does not conform to the ruling of the Court.
DATED this

^-

day of November, 1998.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING & DELIVERY
1 hereby certify that I d&Be«?d a true and correct copy of the foregoing
Objection to the Order on Order to Show Cause to the following on this H day
of November, 1998.
To

Jeff R, Thorne of Mann, Hadfield and Thorne
Attorney at Law
Zions Bank Building
98 North Main
Brigham City, Utah 84302

and to
Clerk of the Court
Clerk for Judge Jenkins
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LEN R. ELDRIDGE (Bar No. 6722)
Attorney for Respondent
925 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone: 328-0808
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR BOX ELDER COUNTY, SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT, DIVISION H
DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
Petitioner,
v.

)
1
]
;

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN,
Respondent.

>
]
I
)

ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CA1
Civil No. 974W0428
Judge Clint S. Judkins

This matter came on for hearing before the above-entitled Court on December 10, 1998,
at 5:00 p.m., the Honorable Judge Clint S. Judkins presiding. The Petitioner appeared in person,
represented by counsel, Jeff R. Thome. Respondent appeared in person, represented by counsel,
Len R. Eldridge. Respondents> George and Marjorie Chapman appeared in person, pro se. The
Court having heard the parties proffers and for good cause appearing makes the following:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

Defendant George Chapman's Motion to Dismiss is deemed a Motion for

Summary Judgment and is denied.
2.

The Court orders that the parties' marital home be sold for $83,000.

3.

The Petitioner is awarded the opportunity to match the current offer of $83,000 to

purchase the parties' marital residence. Petitioner hasfiveworking days to match the offer with
earnest money to be delivered upon an offer by 5:00 p.m. December 17, 1998.

4.

If the Petitioner fails to make an offer and tender earnest money by 5:00 p.m.

December 17, 1998 and the current offer on the marital residence is accepted. The buyers are not
to take possession of the house until February 1,1999.
DATED this

day of December, 1998.
BY THE COURT

HONORABLE JUDGE CLINT S, JUDKINS
District Courrtudge"

LEN R. ELDRIDGE (Bar No. 6722)
Attorney for Respondent
925 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone: 328-0808
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
v.

]>
I
]>
)I

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES SUPPORTING
RESPONDENT'S 'S MOTION FOR
A CONTINUANCE OF TRIAL

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN,

]i

Civil No. 974100428 DA

Respondent.

]1

Judge Cliint S. Judkins

Petitioner,

COMES NOW the Respondent, BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, by and through his attorney,
Len R. Eldridge, and submits this Memorandum of Points and Authorities Supporting
Respondent's Motion for a Continuance of Trial. Respondent alleges and argues as follows:

FACTS
1.

At the beginning of this litigation, the court ordered the parties to submit to a

custody evaluation, to be performed by Mr. Price. Said evaluation was to include a
psychological evaluation of the parties, as well as Mr. Price's evaluation of the custody issue.
Mr. Price failed to conduct a psychological evaluation of the parties, indeed, Mr. Price failed
even to conduct an MMPI evaluation of the parties during his custody evaluation.
2.

Therefore, the respondent filed a motion requesting a psychological evaluation of

the petitioner. On September 15, 1997, the parties appeared before the above-entitled Court,
the Honorable Clint S. Judkins presiding, regarding respondent's motion. At that hearing the
Court ordered the petitioner to submit to a psychological evaluation by Dr. Valerie Hale, at the
respondent's expense. See attached copy of Order on Order to Show Cause marked as
Respondent's Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein through reference.
3.

Upon receiving a signed copy of the court's order, the respondent forwarded that

order, along with a check for $750.00, to Dr. Hale's office. Subsequently, Dr. Walker has been
assigned to perform this psychological evaluation of the petitioner.
4.

On or about December 8, 1998, Dr. Walker telephoned the petitioner in an

attempt to schedule a time to begin the psychological evaluation. The petitioner stated that she
would call the office back to schedule said evaluation. The petitioner has failed and refused to
schedule this evaluation, despite the court's order to do so.
5.

Moreover, on or about September 11, 1998, respondent served a Second Set of

Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents on the petitioner's counsel, Mr. Jeff
Thome. Petitioner has failed and refused to respond to said discovery requests. See attached
copy of Defendant's Second Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents
marked as Respondent's Exhibit "B" and incorporated herein through reference.
LEGAL ARGUMENT
6.

Rule 40(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure allows the court, in its discretion,

to postpone a trial upon good cause. Furthermore, Rule 40(b) of U.R.Civ.P. specifically
addresses the need for a continuance upon the ground of the absence of evidence.

2

7.

As stated above, on September 15, 1997, this Court, the Honorable Clint S.

Judkins presiding, ordered that the petitioner shall submit to a psychological evaluation by Dr.
Valerie Hale. Dr. Hale's office has contacted the petitioner to schedule a date and time to begin
the psychological evaluation. However, the petitioner has failed and refused to submit to said
psychological evaluation, as ordered by this court.
8.

Said evaluation is necessary to a proper trial of this matter. The Court deems this

information important, as this Court ordered Mr. Price to conduct a custody evaluation for the
court and the evaluation was to include psychological evaluations of the parties. However, Mr.
Price failed to conduct any psychological evaluation of the parties.
9.

To provide this court the information about each parent in question, the

respondent requested a psychological evaluation of the petitioner and the Court granted
respondent's motion. Petitioner did not request the same of the respondent.
10.

It appears that the above-entitled Court must order the petitioner to submit to a

psychological evaluation when it is convenient for Dr. Hale's office to conduct said evaluation.
In order to allow time for a proper evaluation, a continuance is now necessary.
11.

Furthermore, on September 11,1998, respondent mailed, first class postage

prepaid, his Second Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents to
petitioner's counsel. Respondent has receive no response to his discovery requests.
12.

Moreover, Request No. 10 of respondent's First Set of Requests for Production

of Documents, served on petitioner on or about February 17,1998, requested copies of each and
every piece of demonstrative evidence, document, writing, summary evidence, or any evidence
whatsoever which you will rely upon at the time of trial or that you intend to introduce at trial in
3

this matter. This information is absolutely essential to adequate preparation to litigate this
divorce matter. Petitioner, however, has failed and refused to provide the documents requested.
A "no response" fails to comply with the letter or the spirit of the discovery rules which are
intended to minimize surprise, avoid trial ambush and permit the parties to obtain information
possessed by each other. Without that information, it is impossible to prepare for trial.
Therefore, in the interests of justice and to allow the court to have the information necessary to
determine custody of the children, regarding their best interests, respondent respectfully moves
this court for a continuance in order to allow Dr. Hale's office to conduct a psychological
evaluation of the petitioner, as ordered by this court.
13.

Respondent's motion is brought in good faith in order to allow time for Dr.

Valerie Hale's office to conduct the court ordered psychological evaluation of the petitioner and
to allow the petitioner additional time to properly respond to respondent's requests for
discovery.
14.

Finally, because all the reasons for a continuance are brought about by the

petitioner's failure to submit to a psychological evaluation and petitioner's failure to provide
discovery as requested by the respondent, petitioner should be ordered to pay respondent's
attorney's fees incurred in the amount of $375.00 for having to bring these matters to the
attention of the Court.

4

(-

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 5 /

day of December, 1998

LEN R. ELDRIDGE, P.C.

LENR.ELDRIDGE
Attorney for Respondent

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this g / ^ day of December, 1998,1 caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing Petitioner's Memorandum of Points and Authorities Supporting
Respondent's Motion for Continuance to be mailed, first class postage prepaid, to the following:
Jeff R. Thorne
Attorney for Plaintiff
98 North Main Street
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302

Len R. Eldridge

^

DEFElNfBANT'S EXHIBIT

u

^

Jeff R. Thome of Mann, Hadfield & Thome #3250
Attorneys for Petitioner
Zions Bank Building-98 North Main
P.O. Box 876
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0876
Telephone: 435-723-3404
Facsimile: 435-723-8807
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IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT, BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,

ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Petitioner,
Civil no. 974100428

vs.
BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, et al.
Respondent.

This matter cam on for settlement conference on the 15th day of September, 1998. The
petitioner was present and was represented by her attorney, JefFR Thome. The respondent, Brad
Chapman, was present and was represented by his attorney, Len R. Eldridge, George Chapman
was present Pro Se. The court issues the following ruling,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

The motion filed by Desire Chapman to approve sale of real property was

withdrawn.
2.

Brad Chapman's motion to appoint guardian ad litem has been withdrawn by Mr.

Chapman.
3.

Desire Chapmanfiledfor an order of contempt against Brad Chapman on May 29,

[998, alleging he was sending letters to Dr. Price, the custody evaluator, containing lies and

t^V?

derogatory statements. The court notes Dr. Price has made his recommendation, and any
mailings by Brad Chapman apparently had no efftect. Thereforo, the motion is dismissed.
4.

George Chapman filed a motion to evict on May 18, 1998. That motion was

responded to by Desire Chapman. The court will take this motion under advisement for final trial.
5.

Brad Chapman filed an affidavit stating his family has general tendency for

depression and anxiety and the children needed to go to Dr. Weber at Bear River Mental Health.
Since there was no motion or order to show cause filed with the affidavit, the court will disregard
it at this date.
6.

Brad Chapman filed a motion for contempt against Desire Chapman and sought to

modify the temporary order. This motion was responded to by Desire Chapman opposing said
motion and asking the motion be dismissed. The court will take that motion under advisement for
ruling at final trial.
7.

George Chapman filed a motion that Desire Chapman had been interfering in the

sale of the home and asking she be immediately evicted. Desire Chapman responded to the
motion and asked that it be dismissed and that George Chapman be required to pay her costs,
expenses and attorney fees for bringing a "bad faith" motion. The court will take this motion
under advisement for ruling at final trial.
8.

Desire Chapman filed an affidavit seeking judgment for delinquent house

payments, alimony, utilities, child care, medical and orthodontic expenses. At this date, no order
to show cause or motion has been filed, and the court will, therefore, issue no order at this
station,
9.

Brad Chapman filed a motion for psychological evaluation of Desire Chapman.

Mrs, Chapman indicates she has never seen the motion. The Court orders in regard to said
2

motion that if Mr. Chapman wants to have Desire Chapman submit to a psychological evaluation,
he shall clear the person, time and date with Mr. Thome. Mr. Chapman will be responsible for all
costs of the examination. If Desire Chapman is not satisfied with the person chosen, she may file
a motion with the court and has recourse to seek court rulings about that.
10.

The court does not know if there has been any interference with visitation. The

court is concerned that all parties follow the prior orders of the court. The court will be inclined
to award attorney fees if itfindseither parties violated the visitation orders. If it is necessary to
take more than one day of trail, it will costs more attorney fees, and the parties should carefully
consider whether they can resolve issues without needing more than one day trial.
11.

Desire Chapman does not request a psychological evaluation of Mr, Chapman, due

to the costs involved, but Mr, Chapman shall submit any evaluations he has to Mr. Thorne within
15 days.
12.

Desire Chapman's attorney indicated the likely witnesses for petitioner would be,

Desire Chapman, Dr. T. Brent Price, and if there are any other witnesses the same will be
furnished to opposing counsel prior to trial.
13.

Brad Chapman is to furnish his list of witnesses within 15 days with a short

summary of their expected testimony.
14.

The court does encourage the parties to resolve any issues presently outstanding.
n

OUT-

DATED this \J>_ day of Stptefflfcer, 1998.
N
•'''••• '

BY THE COURT:

•/' A
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE UPON OPPOSING COUNSEL
Pursuant to Rule 4-504 of the Code of Judicial Administration, counsel for the Petitioner
hereby certifies that he served a copy of the foregoing Order on Order to Show Cause upon Len
Eldridge, Attorney for Respondent, 925 East 900 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84105, by mailing a
copy thereof the % <% of October, 1998.
JeffRlxnorne
MANN, HADFIELD & THORNE
Attorneys for Petitioner

Notice of objection to the proposed documents must be submitted to the Court and
counsel within five (5) days after service.
4pdivorcd/chapman91598.ord
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DEFENDANT'S EJffiIBIT*#

G'i

V,?

LEKR. ELDRIDGE (Bar No. 6722)
Attorney for Defendant
925 East 900 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
Telephone: 328-0808
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
m AND FOR BOX ELDER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DESIRE N. CHAPMAN,
Plaintiff,

vs.

]
I
;>
|
>
J

i

DEFENDANT'S SECOND SET
OF INTERROGATORIES
AND REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
Civil No.

974100428 DA

BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN,
Defendant.

COMES NOW the Defendant, BRAD ALAN CHAPMAN, by and through his counsel,
Len R Eldridge, and hereby submits, pursuant to Rules 33, 34, and 36, Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure, the following Second Set of Interrogatories to be answered separately and fully in
writing under oath, unless an objection is made to the interrogatory, in which event the reasons
for objection shall be stated in lieu of an answer The answers are to be signed by the person
making them, and the objections signed by the attorney making tfyem
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

In responding to these Interrogatories, you are required by law to answer honestly

and to the best of your ability. In doing so, the law requires that you utilize all information that is
available to you, including information in the possession of any of your attorneys, agents,

representatives and investigators, and any one else acting m your behalf or otherwise subject to
your control.
2.

Diligently search your records, papers, or materials and those of your agents,

employees and representatives. If you cannot obtain these records, papers or materials in time to
answer these Interrogatories, you may either request an extension of time within which to d^ so
or state in the particular answer the specific nature of the identity of these records, papers or
materials, the steps being taken to obtain them, and that you will voluntarilyfileby a date certain
supplemental answers to the specific Interrogatories setting forth the additional information
obtained.
3.

In answering these Interrogatories, you are required by law to be responsive tosthe

particular questions and to provide all information requested therein. In doing so, you must
answer each subsection of the Interrogatory fully and provide alT information specifically cabled
for by the definitions hereafter set forth. If any of the following Interrogatories cannot be
answered in full, please answer to the extent possible, specifying your reason for your inability to
answer the remainder and stating whatever information or knowledge you have concerning the
unanswered portion.
DEFINITIONS
1.

The term "you" or "your" refers to you and to all of your agents or representatives,

including attorneys.
2.

"State" means to set out every significant fact about which you have knowledge or

information on the subject. This should include, but not necessarily be limited to:
a.

Every significant act, omission, circumstance, event, transaction, meeting,
2

or occasion relating to this subject;
b.

The date and place thereof;

c.

Identify each person thereat, connected therewith, or who has knowledge

thereof and give said person's name, address, home telephone number, employer, job title and
business telephone number;
d.

If anything was said by the person thereof identify said person in the

manner set forth above, and set out each oral statement to the best of the ability of you and your
agents who remember the same; ^nd
e.

If any writing resulted therefrom, was referred to therein, or was utilised

thereat, identify such writing sufficiently to enable said writing to be the subject of a Request for
Production of Documents, or attach a copy to your answers.
3.

"Document" means any writing or record of any type of description, including but

not limited to: agreements; correspondence; letters; telegrams; inter-office communication;
memoranda; reports; records; instructions; specifications; notes; notebooks; scrapbooks; diaries;
minutes; minutes of meetings; checks; bond drafts; summaries or reports of negotiations or
investigations; circulars; marginal comments appearing on documents; photocopies; maps; charts;
descriptions; invoices; purchase orders; bills of lading; motion pictures; recorded conversatiqns;
and any other retrievable data (whether encoded, taped or coded electrostatically,
electromagnetically or otherwise) in your possession, custody or control or known to you
wherever located, however produced or reproduced (whether an original or a copy including but
not limited to carbon, handwritten, typewritten, microfilm, photostatic, xerographical copies) p d
including any non-identical copy (whether different from the original because of any alteration,
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notes, comments, or other material contained thereon or attached thereto or otherwise); together
with any attachments thereto or enclosure therewith.
4.

"Discovery period", unless otherwise indicated, means the pastfive(5) years up to

the time of the answering of these Interrogatories.
INTERROGATORY NO, 1:

Please state with specificity the purpose for yqur

withdrawal of $500.00fromthe checking account number 039-10264-32, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 11/20/96.
INTERROGATORY NO, 2:

Please state with specificity the purpose for your

withdrawal of $500.00fromthe checking account number 039-10264-32, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 11/25/96.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3:

Please state with specificity the purpose for your

withdrawal of $5,000.00 from the checking account number 039-10264-32, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 11/29/96.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4:

Please state with specificity the purpose for ypur

withdrawal of $2,130.00 from the bank account number 039-1041845, withdrawn or debited from
this account on 12/19/96.
INTERROGATORY NO. 5:

Please state with specificity the purpose for your

withdrawal of $1,500.00fromthe checking account number 039-1041845, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 12/30/96.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6:

Please state with specificity the purpose for your

withdrawal of $3,619.00fromthe checking account number 039-1041845, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 1/2/97.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 7:

Please state with specificity the purpose for yjour

withdrawal of $500.00fromthe checking account number 039-1041845, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 1/9/97.
INTERROGATORY NO. 8:

Please state with specificity the purpose for your

withdrawal of $1,000.00fromthe checking account number 039-1041845, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 1/13/97.
INTERROGATORY NO. 9:

Please state with specificity the origin of the

$ 11,863.72 deposited in checking account number 039-10264-32 on or about September 24,
1996.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10:

Please state with specificity the purpose for your

withdrawal of $1,600.00fromthe checking account number 039-10264-32, withdrawn or debited
from this account on 9/30/96.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
Pursuant to Rules 34 and 36 Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, please produce the following
described documents for inspection and copying at the law offices of Len R. Eldridge, 925 East
900 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84105, or at such other reasonable location as designated, within
30 daysfromthe date of this request.
As used in this Request for Production of Documents, the term "discovery period", unless
otherwise indicated, means the pastfive(5) years up to the time of the answering of this Request
for Production of Documents. The replies given to this document should be of an ongoing natyre
and should be updated in accordance with the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, as any information
involved herein changes.
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REQUEST NO. 1:

Please produce legible copies ofevery document evidencing your

answers to the above Interrogatories and as may be requested therein.
REQUEST NO. 2:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled ch^ck

number 196, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $1,000.
REQUEST NO. 3:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check

number 197, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $500.
REQUEST NO. 4:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled cfyeck

number 202, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $456.84.
REQUEST NO. 5:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check

number 203, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $624.76.
REQUEST NO. 6:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check

number 207, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $578.77.
REQUEST NO. 7:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check

number 216, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $1,620.78.
REQUEST NO. 8:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check

number 225, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
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number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $1,000.00.
REQUEST NO. 9:

Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check

number 228, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $500.00.
REQUEST NO. 10: Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled chpck
number 230, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $585.00.
REQUEST NO. 11: Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check
number 253, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $500.00.
REQUEST NO. 12: Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled chpck
number 263, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $520.00.
REQUEST NO. 13: Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check
number 499, including copies of the front and back ofthe check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $981.82.
REQUEST NO. 14: Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check
number 510, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $961.80.
REQUEST NO. 15: Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check
number 51?, including copies of the front and back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $1,674.43.
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REQUEST NO. 16: Please produce a legible copy of your returned or canceled check
number 378, including copies of thefrontand back of the check,fromyour checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $1,887.91.
REQUEST NO. 17: Please produce a legible copy ofyour returned or canceled check
number 386, including copies of thefrontand back of the check, from your checking account
number 039-10264-32, made out in the amount of $1,05^.00.

n*
DATED this

//

day of September, 1998.

LENR.ELDRIDGE,P.C.

LENR.ELDRIDGE
Attorney for Defendant
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